
Yendou GmbH (“Company”) discloses to Yendou platform users (“Recipient”) clinical trials
informations from a variety of sponsors users (the “Confidential Information”) in order to
facilitate discussions and negotiations between the Company and the Recipient for the
purpose of exploring and evaluating the possibility of the Recipient participating in the set-up
and delivery of Company-sponsored clinical trials, studies or clinical study programmes (the
“Purpose”).
The Company wishes to ensure that the Recipient maintains the confidentiality of the
Confidential Information. In consideration of the Company disclosing and the Recipient
receiving the Confidential information, the Recipient agrees to comply with the following
terms and conditions:

1 THE CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

1.1 The Recipient acknowledges that during the ordinary course of his engagement and use
of Yendou platform, he will be exposed to information about the Company's product, clinical
trials listings, Sponsor, sites and principal investigator user information which amounts to a
trade secret, is confidential or is commercially sensitive and which may not be readily
available to others engaged in a similar business to that of the Company or to the general
public and which if disclosed will be liable to cause significant harm to the Company and its
users.

1.2 The Confidential Information includes all confidential information disclosed or made
available, directly or indirectly, in any form by the Company or its affiliates to the Recipient,
including but not limited to:

(i) the fact that discussions are taking place concerning the Purpose and the status of those
discussions;
(ii) any confidential or proprietary information, data or opinions communicated by the
Company, including any information relating to the Company or its affiliates’ business
practices, plans or relationships, or any of its products, processes, operations or intellectual
property;
(iii) information that relates to the Company-sponsored clinical studies and Company’s
investigational study drugs (including but not limited to the investigator’s brochure and the
clinical trial protocol);
(iv) any information or analysis derived from the Confidential Information; and
(v) any other information or material that the Company indicates is confidential.

1.3 In consideration of the Company disclosing or making its Confidential Information
available to the Recipient, the Recipient shall keep the Confidential Information confidential
at all times and maintain it securely. The Recipient shall not without the Company’s prior
written consent:

(i) use the Confidential Information in any way except for the Purpose;
(ii) publish, make available or disclose any Confidential Information to any third party;
(iii) copy the Company’s Confidential Information except as strictly necessary for the
Purpose; or



(iv) disclose that there is any relationship between the Parties.

1.4 The Recipient will notify the Company immediately of any loss or compromise of the
Confidential Information and shall cooperate with the Company’s reasonable instructions in
order to minimise the consequences of the same.

2. TERM AND DURATION
2.1 The Recipient’s confidentiality obligations contained herein shall continue for a period of
ten (10) years from the effective date of this Agreement, or until the Parties enter into a
separate agreement relating to the Purpose which addresses the use of the Confidential
Information. Termination of this Agreement shall not affect any accrued rights or remedies
of the Company.

2.2 After completion of the Purpose, termination of this Agreement through deletion or
suspension of the Recipient account or at Company’s request, the Recipient shall cease all
use of the Confidential Information. The Recipient shall promptly
(i) return or, at Company’s option, destroy all Confidential Information and all documents and
materials containing any Confidential Information; and
(ii) use reasonable endeavours to erase all Confidential Information from its computer
systems, provided that the Recipient may retain Confidential Information where it is required
to do so by law or where necessary for the Recipient to demonstrate that it has performed its
obligations under this Agreement. The terms of this Agreement shall continue to apply to
any Confidential Information retained.

3. EXCEPTIONS AND PERMITTED DISCLOSURES

3.1 The confidentiality obligations set out in this Agreement shall not apply to information
that is:

(i) generally available to the public other than as a result of any breach of this Agreement by
the Recipient;
(ii) obtained from a third party who had the full right to disclose it;
(iii) lawfully in the Recipient’s possession (with full rights to disclose) before its disclosure
under this Agreement; or
(iv) developed independently by or for the Recipient without reference to the Confidential
Information.

3.2 The Recipient may disclose the Confidential Information to those of its officers,
employees, consultants and professional advisors or students, employees, agents or others
who are engaged by Recipient in the conduct of the Study, including any sub-investigator
(“Representatives”) who need to know such Confidential Information for the Purpose,
provided that it



(i) informs those Representatives of the confidential nature of the Confidential Information
before disclosure;
(ii) ensures that all such Representatives maintain the confidentiality of all such Confidential
Information in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement; and
(iii) remains liable for any unauthorised disclosure of Confidential Information by any of its
Representatives as if it had made such disclosure itself.

3.3 The Recipient may disclose the Confidential Information to the extent required by law, by
any governmental or other regulatory authority or by a court or other authority of competent
jurisdiction, provided always that:

(i) to the extent it is legally permitted to do so, it gives the Company as much notice of such
disclosure as possible; and
(ii) it complies with the Company’s reasonable directions for taking legally available steps to
resist or narrow such requirement (at the Company’s reasonable expense), and in any event
restricts the disclosure to only those parts of the Confidential Information lawfully required
to be disclosed.

3. RIGHTS TO AND ACCURACY OF CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION

3.1 All rights, title and interest in and to the Confidential Information (including all intellectual
property rights) shall remain the exclusive property of the Company or its licensors. No
Confidentiality Undertaking rights in respect of the Confidential Information are granted to
the Recipient other than those set out in this Agreement.

3.2 The Company does not give any representation or warranty concerning the Confidential
Information, its accuracy or its completeness, and neither the Company nor any of its
Representatives accept any liability to the Recipient for the accuracy or completeness of any
of the Confidential Information or for any opinions, errors, omissions or misstatements
contained in the Confidential Information.

4. HEALTH SECTOR REPRESENTATIVES ATTENDANCE AT MEETINGS

4.1 Where any discussions between the Company and the Recipient concerning the Purpose
involve the attendance of health sector representatives (whether health care professionals or
otherwise), the Parties shall ensure that any such meetings are conducted in accordance
with all applicable laws and guidance and that all necessary approvals have been obtained
from the organisations by which all attendees are employed or to which they are affiliated. In
particular the Parties agree that the attendees will not receive any compensation for
attendance or participation in such meetings, although they may be provided with
reasonable and modest expenses in respect of accommodation, meals and travel as
permitted in accordance with applicable laws and guidance, and (where applicable) subject
to the attendee’s consent to such payments being publicly disclosed.



4.2 Attendees shall provide reasonable evidence for all expenses claimed. The Company will
not reimburse expenses of individuals who do not attend the meetings or who are
accompanying the attendees.

4.3 The parties shall enter into separate agreements where any attendees or third parties are
required to attend meetings other than for the Purpose, or to perform any services.

4.4 The parties agree that attendance at any meeting is not intended as an inducement to or
in return for any attendee to recommend, prescribe, purchase, supply or order any of the
Company’s products.

5. GENERAL

5.1 Entire Agreement and Variation. This Agreement constitutes the whole agreement
between the Parties and supersedes all previous agreements between the parties relating to
its subject matter. Each Party acknowledges that when entering into this Agreement it did
not rely on any statement, assurance or warranty (whether made negligently or in good faith)
other than those explicitly set out in this Agreement. Nothing in this Section of the
Agreement shall limit or exclude any liability for fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation.

5.2 No Variation. No variation of this Agreement shall be effective unless it is in writing and
signed by each of the Parties (or their authorised representatives).

5.3 No Waiver. Failure to exercise, or any delay in exercising, any right or remedy provided
under this Agreement or by law shall not constitute a waiver of that or any other right or
remedy, nor shall it preclude or restrict any further exercise of that or any other right or
remedy.

5.4 Assignment. With the exception of Company’ Affiliate(s) and exceptions described in
this Agreement, the Recipient may not assign, sub-license or otherwise transfer any or all of
its rights or obligations under this agreement without the prior written consent of the
Company.

5.6 Notices.

5.6.1. Any notice or other written communication given under or in connection with this
agreement may be delivered personally or sent by first class post (airmail if overseas) or
facsimile.

5.6.2 The address for service of the Company shall be their addresses as stated in this
agreement marked for the attention of the managing director or if any other permanent
address has been previously notified to the Consultant to the address so notified and, in the
case of the Consultant shall be his address stated in this agreement or if any other
permanent address has been previously notified to the Company to the address so notified.



5.6.3. Any notice or other written communication shall be deemed to have been served:
● if delivered personally, at the time of delivery;
● if posted, at the expiry of two Business Days or in the case of airmail four

Business Days after it was posted;
● if sent by facsimile message, at the time of transmission (if sent during

normal business hours, that is 9:30 to 17:30 local time) in the place from
which it was sent or (if not sent during such normal business hours) at the
beginning of the next Business Day in the place from which it was sent.

In this clause the expression Business Day shall mean any day other than a Saturday, Sunday
or any other day which is a public holiday in the place from which the notice or other written
communications in questions was sent.

5.6.4. In proving service it shall be sufficient to prove that personal delivery was made, or
that such notice or other written communication was properly addressed stamped and
posted or in the case of a telex that the intended recipient's answerback code is shown on
the copy retained by the sender at the beginning and end of the message or in the case of a
facsimile message that an activity or other report from the sender's facsimile machine can
be produced in respect of the notice or other written communication showing the recipient's
facsimile number and the number of pages transmitted.

5.7. No Partnership. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to or may be deemed as to
establish any partnership or joint venture between the Parties, represent either side as an
agent of the other side, nor authorise any Party to make or enter into any commitments for
or on behalf of the other Party.

5.8. Governing Law and Jurisdiction. This Agreement and any dispute or claim, arising out
of or in connection with it, or its subject matter, or wording/formulation, including
non-contractual disputes or claims, shall be governed by and construed in accordance with
the GERMAN law. The courts of Berlin shall have exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute
or claim that arises out of or in connection with this Agreement or its subject matter or
formation (including non-contractual disputes or claims).

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Recipient here to have executed this Agreement by signing up to
Yendou the platform on the Effective Date of sign up.


